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The essence of the Session:

To emphasise and folly understand the importance of high rate of employment in
achieving the Millennium Development Goals (MDG) *
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Shared conceptual ground:

■ A knowledge economy is one in which knowledge acts as the main engine of growth
At work » the continuum framework of: "Access to Information - Knowledge and
Capacity - Innovation - Productivity - Growth - Employment - Poverty Reduction."

The most important sub-theme from the point of view of a university is
Enhancement of employability through access to information and knowledge through
libraries and other information services g

* * *

nniU , ■ , . . , . .respect to the agenda of this session
On the one hand it is the pnmary centre where information and knowledge are created
and from where they are disseminated. The university library is the maior mstmment in
these processes.

On the other hand, the university is the major producer of persons fit for employment
These belong to two categories: a) the students; b) the community. It has speaal
esponsib, ,,es to both of these to make them highly competitive in terms of their
emnloyabihty. As far as the students are concerned, the university can achieve this

ih its academic programmes. As far as the
through its outreach

Universities should develop strategic plans in which to project objectives, strategies and
activities to ensure the above is done effectively.



Egerton University has developed a Strategic Plan for 2005-2015 which provides some
pertinent examples.

The University's mandate includes;
■ Teaching

■ Discovery, transmission and preservation of knowledge
■ Advisory and consultancy services

Its mission is:

To generate and disseminate significant knowledge and offer exemplary education to
contribute to and innovatively influence national and global development.

Some relevant (to this Session) strategic objectives (SO), strategies and activities are:

SO: Provide quality higher education and training

Strategy: Expansion of learning and teaching resources

Activities: a) Expand University Library; b) Provide sufficient number of computers for
instruction and research

SO: Develop market-driven quality programmes

SO: Staff to undertake research and publish

SO: Disseminate research findings to the scientific and industrial communities
Strategy: Dissemination of research findings to different interest groups
Activities: a) Organise workshops and seminars for consumers of research findings b)
bet up incubation units to promote transfer of technologies in priority areas

SO: develop technological innovations towards industrial development

SO: Develop and enhance ICT and networking of ICT in the University

SO: Promote and facilitate the expansion of Distance Education il i. i h. •-< '-t"**

SO: Increase accessibility to higher education

SO: Engage in priority areas of community outreach programmes
Strategy: Improvement of the University - community relationship
Activities: a) Conduct needs assessment for communities; b) Develop outreach
programmes tor empowerment of youth and women groups

SO: Empower the communities living in the water catchment areas and the University to
address the environmental challenues ;:. .Vl ,,m., y

SO: Mobilise communities to develop environmentally sustainable modes of livelihood



T PartnershiPs- networking, and collaborations with other
and organisations

partnershiPs with industry and organisations for mutual

SO: Enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of the University staff

* * *

mfZtt 1 8 Y emP'°yabIe'the univ<=™ty ^ould teach them to evaluate the
nfbrmation they encounter, particularly the various sources they use in their study and
research undertakings. Not all resources are equally reliable or of equal quality In
dealing with potent.al sources, they should not assume that something is correct truthful
or credible just because it appears in print or is on the Internet. Some materialmay be
based on imprecise or completely incorrect information or on faulty logic and the
author s knowledge or view of the subject may be marked by prejudice or may be too

nTilSenT8 ""If *?** *°^^^^^«own know edge
li^t rf , m f 3S 3 comParative Perspective with other treatments of the
subject. They should focus particularly on authority, accuracy and currency of the
sources they use. *


